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Summer Renewal

Two recent notices posted online in a teacher’s chat room caught my atten-

tion.

“How do I know if I’m doing a good job or not? The piles of correcting seem

to be increasing and I’m becoming more tired as the year progresses. Is this

what teaching is all about? When will I begin to get my life back?”

A first year teacher wrote this notice. Might this be a situation where idealism

meets reality? Are these feelings only of the novice teacher? How often during

the past school year did you experience similar thoughts? Or are your senses

dulled to the various activities that have become routine in your life? Do you

feel you “get your life back” when the academic year ends?

This is the second notice I saw:

“Help! I am suffering from burnout. When the school day is done, I only

spend about 10-15 minutes picking up and preparing for the next day. I am

scared. I love my job, but I am feeling so guilty because I know I should and

need to spend more time on it. Can anyone give me suggestions to help me

enjoy my job again or ways I can give it more effort?”

Much has been written on the topic of “burn-out.” Whether or not one

chooses to accept the term, many educators have felt a sense of physical or

emotional exhaustion following the demands of a school year. A common reac-

tion to that type of exhaustion is, “I want to get out.” Have you experienced this

feeling during the past school year? Were you able to support a colleague who

may have been experiencing these feelings?

A variety of responses were offered to these online questions. These ranged

from rearranging classroom furniture to taking a class to renew enthusiasm for

the job. While I find these chat room discussions interesting, they don’t offer

the kind of encouragement Christian educators are privileged to share with one

another. How often a word of spiritual encouragement is exactly what is need-

ed but we hesitate to offer those words, assuming that everyone already knows

that.

I joyfully anticipating summer vacation almost as much as the change of pace

when it arrives. Realistically this change of routine brings with it a different set

of demands on time and energy. The time away from your classroom should

provide a time to reflect on the school year. This should include time spent in

the Word. Yes, we’ve heard this admonition before but it bears repeating.

While on-line conversations can provide educators food for thought, only the

Word can provide the lasting encouragement we need to serve in our min-

istries.

CAL

As we see it



OUR CONGREGATION just built a

new Activity Center. This is a

wonderful change from the little gym

we outgrew. The change is a great ben-

efit to the school and congregation, but

there are limitations too. We needed to

develop new rules concerning who can

use the facility and when. Students are

required to bring special shoes to be

worn in the gym. A larger facility

requires more maintenance. And what

about the mortgage? Finally, our senior

members lamented the loss of the beau-

tiful hickory stand. Who can put a price

tag on memories? There is always a cost

in changing.

The sainted Professor Eric Sievert

often repeated the old maxim: Be not

the first by whom the new is tried, nor

yet the last to lay the old aside. The

debate about the value of a writing

workshop approach over that of tradi-

tional grammar is not exactly new. I

have presented the benefits and limita-

tion of traditional grammar in a previ-

ous article (Price 1999). The Writing

Workshop approach also has benefits

and limitations to be weighed before

making a change.

Benefits of a writing workshop

approach 

The writing workshop is an approach

to teaching language skills with daily

writing opportunities on both

teacher-directed and self-chosen topics;

this is also referred to as the process

approach. At the beginning of the writ-

ing period, mini-lessons provide oppor-

tunity for the presentation of topics the

teacher deems necessary for growth in

writing skills. A five-step writing process

is usually presented: 1) rehearsal or

prewriting, jotting down many ideas

before actually writing; 2) drafting, writ-

ing thoughts in sentence form; 3) revis-

ing or rewriting, reworking the writing

so that it says exactly what the author

wishes to communicate; 4) editing,

making grammatical and mechanical

corrections; and finally 5) publishing,

putting the written work in a form

ready for its intended audience. This
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workshop approach would also include

time for functional grammar instruc-

tion during the mini-lessons.

The writing workshop approach to

language arts instruction most recently

became popular in the early 1980s.

After working in classrooms with ele-

mentary aged children, Thomas

Newkirk (1988), Nancie Atwell (1987),

Donald Graves (1985), and Lucy

Calkins (1986) published books on the

method in which children were given

daily opportunities to write on subjects

of their own choice. Grammar instruc-

tion was not set aside. Rather, teachers

looked for subjects meaningful oppor-

tunities to instruct about functional

grammar as they helped students with

their own pieces of writing.

Nanci Atwell (1987) describes the

environment needed for young writers

to express themselves effectively. She

lists seven principles to consider in pro-

viding a positive writing experience. 1)

Children need to know adults who

write. 2) Writing teachers need to take

responsibility for their knowledge and

teaching. 3) Writers need regular

chunks of time. 4) Writers learn

mechanics in process, from teachers

who address errors as they occur within

individual pieces of writing, where

these rules and forms have meaning. 5)

Writers need response. 6) Writers need

to read. 7) Writers need their own top-

ics.

Researchers agree that good writing

results from opportunities where chil-

dren are given choices. Joanne Golden

(1980) emphasizes the importance of

certain elements to foster good writing.

She states that children need to be

given opportunities to write for a vari-

ety of purposes: to articulate personal

experiences, to sort out thinking, and

to structure response. She also empha-

sizes that children should write for

authentic audiences like their class-

mates, teachers, family, or community

members.

Having an authentic audience galva-

nized the students at Trinity Lutheran

School when they discussed the lack of

an ice-skating facility near school. The

teacher shared with them how people

will write letters to their local govern-

ment officials when they have an idea

or grievance. The children were very

excited to be given the opportunity to

write to the director of the Kaukauna

Recreation Department, requesting the

consideration of flooding a rink in a

nearby park for use by citizens on the

north side of the community. The
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teacher provided scaffolding by listing

on the chalkboard students’ ideas for

rink use and discussing the power of

language when a writer composes a

paragraph with a topic sentence and

supporting ideas. The letters that were

written were lively, cheerful, and opti-

mistic as the children conveyed their

feelings about how great it would be if

the recreation department provided a

rink on the north side of town. This

experience is certainly an example of a

rich environment with plenty of oppor-

tunities for writing. In this case the let-

ter writing project was a positive learn-

ing experience in language despite the

fact that no new rink was flooded that

year.

When students have chosen for

themselves what they feel is important

enough to put on paper, their invest-

ment in writing gives them the energy

necessary to revise and edit that work,

bringing it to a level that will communi-

cate exactly what they want their audi-

ences to know. Atwell (1985) writes:

They’re more apt to revise, so

their writing will do what they

intend it to, and more careful in

editing and proofreading so read-

ers will attend to their meanings,

not their mistakes. They seldom

lose pieces of writing; they talk

about their writing with parents

and friends; they spend much of

their own time writing and think-

ing about their writing; they identi-

fy themselves as authors.

Students begin to wrestle with their

own ideas, trying to find the right

words that will express most exactly

what they want to say. Canned applica-

tion assignments at the end of a gram-

mar lesson provide little motivation for

such a personal effort. Atwell calls this

a denial of the opportunity to struggle

to discover and clarify what one thinks.

This learning does not happen with-

out instruction and guidance. Sudol

and Sudol (1991) found the mini–

lessons taught at the beginning of the

daily workshop to be valuable, calling

them one of the most successful com-

ponents of the workshop and an excel-

lent way to teach skills needed by good

writers. These five to ten minute ses-

sions bring all the students together,

focusing on one short topic, such as

some procedure that will facilitate good

order in the workshop. Another topic

of the mini-lesson might present itself

as the teacher reviews the writings of

the students and notices a weakness in

grammar, mechanics, or sentence struc-

ture. A short lesson can keep the stu-

dents’ attention without the standard

and sometimes tedious worksheet or

written assignment to assess student

learning of the topic.

Certainly the teacher’s role in lan-

guage instruction is a vital one, but chil-

dren also learn much from each other.

One component in the writing work-

shop approach that addresses this

opportunity for peer interaction is peer

conferencing, an opportunity to share

what one has written.

In “Whatta Ya Tryin’ to Write,”

Dyson and Genishi (1982) report that

writing is an interactive process in

which children can serve as their own

teachers: questioning, modeling, pro-
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viding feedback and support for each

other. Although the teacher’s methods

are important, the major conclusion of

this study was that children’s interac-

tions had positive effects on their ability

to write. Such opportunities are not

generally provided for in the applica-

tion assignments given at the end of

traditional grammar lessons. Students

write the assigned paragraph and hand

it in, often without even rereading it to

check for mistakes in grammar. In a tra-

ditional setting it would be unlikely that

students would be given time to share

their paragraphs, an activity that might

even be considered cheating.

Conversely, in a setting where children

write and then share what was written

with peers, feedback will motivate a

child to correct or revise what was not

clearly communicated.

Donald Graves (1973) highlights the

value of a writing workshop approach

to language instruction. In his study he

concludes that informal environments

give greater choices to children so that

they write more and in greater length

than when specific assignments are

given. Results from informal environ-

ments demonstrated that children do

not need direct motivation or supervi-

sion in order to write. 

Limitations of a writing workshop

approach 

Since its popular introduction in the

1980s, teaching of the writing process

has been tested and examined by many

educators. Some have found weakness-

es in the approach, and studying these

findings helps in establishing a well-bal-

anced curriculum that includes gram-

mar instruction and writing skills.

Rodrigues (1985) warns that converts to

writing who accept the process at its

most shallow level may believe that,

with encouragement, student writing

will automatically improve. But because

there is no single writing process, but

rather different processes for different

individuals, it is necessary to individual-

ize. He states that research supports the

challenging notion that the five-step

writing process (rehearsal, draft, revise,

edit, publish) does not accurately

reflect the way writers write. The origi-

nal model is linear, moving smoothly

from one step to the next. After more

recent examination, Rodrigues calls the

model recursive, “wound back upon

itself, more like a tangled string after a

kitten had played with it.” This idea has

challenging implications for a serious

writing teacher.

Peg Sudol, a fifth grade teacher at

Ironwood Elementary in Tucson,

Arizona, used the writing workshop

approach in her classroom, diligently

trying to follow the model set out by

Calkins (1986). In her journal article,

Sudol (1991) highlighted five persistent

problems that frustrate the administrat-

ing of a writing workshop.

According to Calkins (1986), owner-

ship is an important value to promote.

Children value ownership when given

choices of topics and genre. The first

problem arises, according to Sudol and

Sudol (1991), when teachers are

required to teach certain writing topics,

but children, given free choice, do not
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want to write according to the required

curriculum. Either the curriculum is

not followed or the value of ownership

is reduced.

A second problem noted by Sudol

and Sudol (1991) are deadlines. The

writing teacher will want to accommo-

date the difference in writing styles and

speeds that are reflected in the stu-

dents, but “without deadlines, the stu-

dents procrastinated, fiddled around,

and failed to make progress.” They

took a month to do what Sudol knew

they could complete in two weeks, caus-

ing her to question the stu-

dents’ commitment to writ-

ing. Being off task was a

time waster for many stu-

dents. During peer confer-

ence times they might talk

about everything but their

writing. Some students

would wander around the

room, bothering others try-

ing to work. Many times

assigned deadlines were

missed. Calkins (1986)

encourages teachers to

make assignments relevant

enough to hold the stu-

dents’ concentration. Sudol

confronted the problem by

trying to establish routines

and making writing assign-

ments relevant by schedul-

ing them in conjunction

with some event in the com-

munity or school.

Conferencing with indi-

vidual students was another

challenge to Sudol. She

found this individualized work with

each student to be too slow, causing

her to lag behind in reaching every

pupil soon enough to affect student

writing. The five to ten minutes she

spent with her young writers was valu-

able, but simultaneous management of

the others in the workshop was diffi-

cult. The plague of distraction and stu-

dent off-task behavior while the teacher

was working with only one student

caused static and interference not con-

ducive to writing.

The last problem Sudol and Sudol
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(1991) noted was grading. As a teacher,

she found it necessary to grade the stu-

dent’s writing in order to provide feed-

back to the parents on report cards.

Grading was discouraged by Atwell

(1985), yet Sudol felt that unmarked

papers were not an accurate reflection

of the real world.

After ten years of teaching the writ-

ing workshop approach, I agree with

Sudol and Sudol. It takes skillful man-

aging and constant energy to make the

writing workshop approach work in a

real classroom. The workshop method

needs acceptance by all faculty mem-

bers as a work in progress, with regular

evaluation and adjustments. I have

found no step-by-step teacher’s edition

to ease the challenge.

In summary, research indicates that

teaching traditional grammar has prac-

tical value when students learn to use

the power of language in sentence

length, structure, and variety. Grammar

study provides a common vocabulary

for discussion of language and helps

students to attend to the mechanics of

writing. But isolated component

instruction has little effect on produc-

ing good writing by students. The litera-

ture suggests that the writing workshop

approach provides stronger opportuni-

ties for practicing meaningful writing,

but this method can become stale or

cumbersome without constant evalua-

tion and adjustment to individuals by

the teacher.

Despite the limitations, I have very

positive feelings about teaching lan-

guage arts using the writing workshop

approach from twelve years of experi-

ence prior to teaching at Trinity

Lutheran School. 

Conducting the study

Acting on these strong feelings, I

developed a master’s research project

that would compare the two methods

of instruction. After approval by the

Trinity Lutheran School Board, I ran-

domly divided the fifth and sixth grade

students into two groups for teaching

grammar and writing skills by two

methods: traditional textbook instruc-

tion (control group) and the writing

workshop approach (experimental

group). The division of the groups was

made as equal as possible in regard to

grade level and gender.

I assessed both grammar skills and

writing abilities at the beginning of the

study. Students were asked to write on

a topic of their choice. The papers were

checked to see how often simple or

compound sentences, run-ons, and

fragments occurred. The mean number

of sentences written by both groups was

five. Grammar subtests were adminis-

tered to evaluate students’ abilities to

identify the following components of

grammar: compound subjects, com-

pound predicates, compound sen-

tences, sentence fragments, run-on sen-

tences, and proper placement of com-

mas. These components and the test

items were taken from their grammar

text, Silver Burdett and Ginn English,

(1988 edition). The test results showed

no significant difference between the

two groups.

In the three weeks of the project,
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both groups were taught the two differ-

ent components of the study: lessons in

functional grammar and lessons in nar-

rative writing. To cover the first compo-

nent, students in the control group

were presented thirty-minute lessons

covering the prescribed topics listed

above. Exercises from the book were

assigned daily to reinforce the students’

understanding of the concepts present-

ed. While the control group finished

their assigned practice, I presented the

same grammar concepts in mini-lessons

to the experimental group. These stu-

dents had been writing during the thir-

ty minutes of the control group’s gram-

mar instruction. Reviewing their

self-selected writing topics provided me

with examples to use in the next day’s

mini-lessons. The students enjoyed

looking for errors in their own writings

as presented in the mini-lessons; they

quickly improved at identifying frag-

ments and run-ons in their work. They

were proud to have their sentences

used as examples of compound sub-

jects, predicates, or compound sen-

tences. No daily exercises were assigned

to reinforce the learning in the experi-

mental group; instead, they were given

time each day to write.

The second component of the pro-

ject was the teaching of paragraph writ-

ing. The control group was presented

lessons from the text on the topics of

narrative paragraphs and writing a per-

sonal narrative. Another lesson instruct-

ed the children in the proper way to

write a friendly letter, which also pro-

vided opportunity to apply the lessons

about narrative paragraphs. The experi-

mental group was also given opportuni-

ty to write narratives and friendly let-

ters. The use of a scaffolding approach

helped them to write a narrative about

some particular memories in their

childhood. 

Results

After the three-week study was com-

pleted, differences in the control and

experimental groups were compared in

two ways: a pre and post test compari-

son for each group, and a post test

comparison of both groups. Eleven

skills were evaluated; the same subtests

as used in the pretest. Significant differ-

ences were found in both comparisons

among several subtests.

The control group demonstrated

growth in eight of the eleven subtests.

But in order to prove a hypothesis,

growth must be mathematically calcu-

lated to show a difference that would

be considered more than a chance dif-

ference. The control group demonstrat-

ed statistically significant growth in only

five of the eleven subtests: identifying

compound predicates, identifying prop-

er comma use, writing more run-ons

(not necessarily desirable), and growth

in total grammar and total writing.

The experimental group demonstrat-

ed growth in nine of the eleven subtests

and the scores demonstrated statistical-

ly significant growth in eight of the

eleven subtests; gains in identifying

predicates, run-ons, and proper use of

commas were highly significant, as was

total grammar growth. There was signif-

icant growth in writing skills areas: writ-
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ing more compound sentences, and

writing more simple sentences.

The second comparisons made were

post test comparisons of control group

to experimental group. Recognizing

that an increase in the writing of

run-ons and fragments is not a desir-

able outcome, the experimental group

surpassed the control group, demon-

strating growth in all areas except com-

pound sentence identification. (See

Tables 1 & 2.)

Five of the eleven subtests demon-

strated significant differences (.05 level

of significance) between the control

and experimental groups. This was suf-

ficient for allowing the rejection of the

first hypothesis: Students who are

taught language skills with a writing

workshop approach will score at the

same levels of language abilities on

both standardized grammar tests and

writing projects as students who are

taught using only a traditional grammar

approach. The results of the subtests

comparisons certainly indicate that stu-

dents who are taught language skills

with a writing workshop approach did

not score at the same levels of language

abilities on both standardized grammar

tests and writing projects as students

who are taught using only a traditional

grammar approach.

The tests demonstrate that the pre-

scribed grammar skills were learned as

well by both groups, but the writing

workshop group made significant

strides in application of those skills in

their writing, producing more simple

and compound sentences than the con-

trol group. This would support the sec-

ond hypothesis that students who are

taught language skills with a writing

workshop approach score at higher lev-

els of language abilities on both stan-

dardized grammar tests and writing

projects as students who are taught

using only a traditional grammar

approach.

These results were not unanticipated

after reviewing the literature. With only

five weeks of working in a writing work-

shop environment, students were not

only comfortable in their learning situa-

tion, as a group they preferred the

workshop setting over the traditional

instruction class. One would expect

then that they would learn more and,

with daily writing opportunities, apply

more of what they learned. At the end

of the study several from the group

expressed disappointment at no longer

being given time to write each day.

The school board and principal of

Trinity Lutheran School were very

interested in the growth that was

demonstrated and supported my

request to implement a writing work-

shop approach in the fifth and sixth

grade classroom in the 1997-1998

school year.

Though the topic of a writing work-

shop approach to language arts instruc-

tion is not new in the field of educa-

tion, it was new to the families of

Trinity Lutheran. This study has helped

all of us to see the value of such an

approach. In a wider sense, it has

broadened the perspective of these par-

ents and their school board toward edu-

cational issues and has opened to them

the door of research, introducing them
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to its interesting possibilities and educa-

tional value. The use of a writing work-

shop approach in my classroom in the

years to come will produce strong lan-

guage skills in students and have power-

ful effects on the rest of their learning,

on their abilities to serve their Lord,

and certainly on this community as

these children apply learning in their

lives.

Communication is the most impor-

tant skill we can train in children.

Without it there would be no sharing of

the gospel. Teaching children to write

supports their overall skills in commu-

nicating. And helping them to use and

understand proper grammar enhances

that communicating. 

We continued our efforts to secure

an ice rink on the north side of

Kaukauna a year after the study. As

part of writing class, the children

learned to write persuasive paragraphs.

Some used the skill to write letters to

the editor of the local paper and others

wrote short speeches to be presented at

the city council meeting. There were

cheers in the classroom when one stu-

dent brought the morning paper with

the headline: North Side Gets Ice Rink.

No one was prouder than their teacher

who had watched her students grow

and blossom in their communication

skills.
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YOU AND I AND probably every

called worker who ministers to

children have had to deal with the cut

finger or the scraped knee. Usually a

band-aid or one of those handy ice

packs and a few reassuring words han-

dles the “crisis.” I’m thankful that in my

nearly twenty years of parish ministry

our gracious God has spared me from

ever having to handle a more serious

situation, such as a child with a severed

artery or a dismembered hand or foot.

When I think of all the soccer, basket-

ball, and wrestlings practices and com-

petitions; all the Lutheran Pioneer cam-

pouts; the hundreds of students in

Sunday school, Lutheran elementary

school, high school, and confirmation

classes—all the times that some tragic

accident could have happened with any

one of those children—I can’t help but

be grateful for the Lord’s protecting

hand. But there is another type of

tragedy taking place in far too many of

our 1,235 congregations: a spiritual

hemorrhaging that no paramedics, no

E.R. physicians, no human surgeons

can stop. The massive bleeding occur-

ring in many of our parishes is the loss

each year of hundreds, perhaps thou-

sands, of our high school, college, and

young adult members in the WELS.

Let’s look first at some of the causes for

this gaping wound. Then we’ll examine

some of the possible approaches—some

“tried and true,” some newer and inno-

vative—that might be used in our efforts

to “stop the bleeding.”

This writer doesn’t want to be

labeled an alarmist, but it is surprising

that more congregations and their

members aren’t expressing more con-

cern about the state of the spiritual

health of their 14–24 year old mem-

bers. What’s fueling our seemingly apa-

thetic attitude about this problem? Is it

that we aren’t aware of the daily exodus

of high school and college students

from our WELS churches? Does the sit-

uation seem too overwhelming to us? Is

the bleeding already so out-of-control
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that we’re walking away from it? While

I’m not aware of any statistics on synod-

wide teen retention in our WELS con-

gregations, the “vital signs” we do have

are certainly less than encouraging:

During the years 1970-1993, our own

WELS statistics indicate back door loss-

es of about 188,737 members (WELS

Commission on Evangelism 1995).

These aren’t souls who’ve transferred

to another WELS congregation. These

aren’t members who the Lord has

called home to Heaven. These are tens

of thousands of former brothers and

sisters in Christ who have become inac-

tive, who have joined other church bod-

ies, or who in some cases have flat-out

left the church and, perhaps, their faith

and their Savior. We can only wonder

how many thousand of those 188,000

souls went out that proverbial back

door during the ages of 13–21. A 1994

survey of 5,368 confirmands found that

of those who still held membership in

their congregation, 43 percent were

deemed “inactive”—that is, they were no

longer attending worship services, cele-

brating the Lord’s supper, nor partici-
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Why is the loss of so many 14-24 year olds so surprising to many of us?

When we step back a moment and take an honest look at what we do in aspects

of our ministry, I believe we might find some things which almost “set us up” for the

loss of souls we see around us! For instance,

Congregations with Lutheran elementary schools invest a great many full-time

called staff and finances in working with children age 4–13. Most of us would agree

that’s commendable and is one of the strengths of our church body and of those con-

gregations.

But what happens after that?

In a sense, aren’t we “spiritually reaping” what we have “spiritually sown”? Let

me just use the example of one of the congregations in which I was privileged to

serve. We had seven full-time called servants and an operating budget of over

$375,000 for the day-to-day, face-to-face ministry with the 140-160 children up to age

13.

But once graduation was over, those same children were then to be served on a

minimal, part-time basis by one pastor with a youth ministry budget of under $100!

Check your congregation’s monthly calendar! How many ministry activities allow

your congregation’s families to be together? Compare that with how many meetings

and events separate the spouses, parents, and children of your church. Are we really

“family friendly” in our ministry?

We say we’re equipping our confirmation students for life-long service in the Lord’s

kingdom work. But are we? Are our confirmands just sitting around for two or three

years, or are we already involving them as seventh and eighth graders in meaningful

service? If they’re already “plugged in” to the life of God’s church before confirmation

Sunday, they may be less likely to wander away from it after the rented white robe is

returned.



pating in Bible class (WELS

Commission on Youth Discipleship

1995). While more anecdotal than sta-

tistical, this comment deserves our

attention:

There’s the sound of pounding

feet outside our homes and church-

es these days—the sound of

teenagers running away from the

Christian beliefs that parents and

the church have taught them.

Some studies estimate that less

than one-third of our students who

are active Christians while they’re

in high school will still be active

when they graduate from college.

Christian churches everywhere are

losing about two-thirds of their kids

during and after high school.

(WELS Commission on Youth

Discipleship, Bible Study 1995, p.

1)

What’s causing this staggering and

saddening exodus of Christian teens

and young adults?

Open wounds keep bleeding

Probably any person training to be a

physician will be taught that before you

start prescribing a cure for the patient,

you have to assess the symptoms and

determine the cause of the condition. It

seems like plain common sense that

when faced with a case of severe bleed-

ing, any doctor worth his or her salary

would quickly look for a deep cut or

wound. Likewise, when faced with siz-

able losses of souls, particularly in our

high school and young adult age

groups, wouldn’t we as shepherds of

those souls use that same Spirit-given

Christian common sense to try and

determine what’s leading to the sever-

ing of spiritual lifelines by hundreds,

perhaps even thousands, of our young

men and women?

If someone from your congregation

hasn’t been asking people why they’ve

left or become inactive, maybe it’s time

to do so. Yes, it’s true that the root

cause of all spiritual decline and apathy

is sin. But sometimes we like to toss

that out as our easy, pat answer and

look no further for other reasons.

Perhaps some of the very things our

congregations are doing, or failing to

do, are contributing to the problem.

There seldom are easy answers. The

factors leading the 12-24 year olds in
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congregations to go belly-up spiritually

are going to be somewhat different

from those affecting the young men

and women in another region.

How can we stop the bleeding?

One of the first skills which

paramedics learn is how to deal with

cuts and wounds. Bumps, bruises, and

even most broken bones are rarely life

threatening. But deep gashes or open

wounds with large blood loss can all too

often be fatal. That’s why closing gap-

ing cuts or using pressure points to

stop heavy bleeding is such a top priori-

ty for those providing first aid.

As a parallel, one of the soul-nurtur-

ing skills that our congregations (and

we as servants called to care) need to

develop is that of supplying “spiritual

first-aid.”

Right about now you might be get-

ting ready to flip the page because you

can smell it coming. “Here we go

again,” you’re thinking to yourself,

“He’s either gonna lay on the guilt trip

of just one more thing we all should be

doing, or he’s gonna tell us about some

grand scheme for fixing the problem

that he read in a book somewhere!”

Sorry to disappoint you, but there’ll

be no arm-twisting or guilt-inducing

here. Nor will there be any grandiose

ideas conjured up by some ivory-tow-

ered idealist who hasn’t worked with

teens or young adults in a real parish.

What follows is simply a menu of

options and opportunities for you, your

staff, your congregation and its leaders

to think over and talk about. These are

not pie-in-the-sky theories; rather, they

are efforts used in real congregations

like yours and mine. If any of these

examples help your congregation

address its loss of young brothers and

sisters, then praise the Lord.

● Get help! In your district you’ll have

available to you and your congrega-

tion the free services of a District

Coordinator for Youth Ministry. He

and his team are there to help you

with such assistance such as consulta-

tions, workshops for youth leaders

or those interested in youth ministry,

and even a workshop on teen reten-

tion.

●  Don’t be afraid to ask for more help!

It’s not exactly a “911” call, but you

can contact our Commission on

Youth Discipleship for more

resources and assistance, some of

which are available in print; others of

which are done in person. Call 414

256-3224 for information.

●  Do you feel that your church is too

small to have a viable youth ministry?

Some congregations with fewer than

10 high school students “partner”

with other WELS congregations in

their area. One congregation orga-

nizes the first activity; a second con-

gregation organizes the next event,

and so on.

●  Parents are key partners. All too
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often we try to minister to high

school students by yanking them

away from the most spiritually influ-

ential people in their lives, whether

that influence is for better or worse.

On occasion, you can meet with par-

ents as well as students. Listen to

their concerns and use those as

launching sites for spiritually nurtur-

ing not only the teens, but the entire

family with the living Word!

● Don’t hesitate to ask parents to be

front-row participants in ministering

to and with high school students and

young adults.

●  Consider asking parents and their

high-school son or daughter 

❒  to be ushers or greeters together; 

❒  to serve the coffee and donuts for

Bible class together; 

❒  to serve together for one year on

whatever committee, board or

team the parent is currently serv-

ing on;

❒ to serve as teammates together in

Sunday school or vacation Bible

school.

●  Start simple. Do a few things well.

Then build on those things as the

Lord blesses them.

●  Let your 12-24 year olds know you

care. How about an occasional

phone call or answering machine

message to your high school and

young adult members? Or a quick

note or postcard? Or maybe an e-

mail? Since you’re busy, perhaps this

would be a ministry area which

another member could take and run

with.

●  Involve young men and women in

your ministry teams. Unless there’s

some regulation in your church’s

constitution or by-laws prohibiting it,

why not ask a few sixteen-year-olds to

sit in on or even serve on your evan-

gelism and outreach committee or

other such organizations? They have

some great input to offer.

This list contains only a few of the

ideas being utilized by congregations in

our church body. From this writer’s

perspective, it’s not so important

whether you use “Idea A” or “Idea Z;”

what matters is that you and your con-

gregation do something in Christ’s ser-

vice to stop the bleeding. Our Savior’s

love for you and me would have kept

him on his cross even if the nails in his

hands wouldn’t have. May our love for

him and for our fellow members in the

Body of Christ motivate us to dare to

care!
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Once upon a time a child was

born, a baby girl who, as she

grew, had more books in her crib than

stuffed animals. Her mom and dad

rarely worried about her tearing the

pages of the numerous volumes within

reach—she seemed to sense that these

were lovely, important things and left

them alone. By age two, she could hold

the illustrated Grimms on her lap and

turn the pages rapt and careful. 

But wait—should we go back further

yet to begin this story?

Once upon a time a young girl, newly

plopped down in a junior high school

three times the size of her middle

school, read voraciously at lunchtime.

She munched on baloney and cheese

sandwiches and devoured Jane Austen

novels at a long metal table and never

felt particularly lonely or sorry for her-

self. She rather liked that half hour of

solitude and exotic mind-food. It beat

what most of her compatriots were

doing—yelling, flirting, or throwing

food. And she could always find time to

chat with friends during classes.

Reading taught her to deepen and find

her values during a confusing time. 

Two thousand miles away and a few

years later, a young man landed himself

in a high school Honors English class

with a teacher who gave students a

chance to read modern literature, in

fact whatever they wanted to from a list

she provided. He’d read before—sports

magazines and novels about boy ath-

letes—but little mind-expanding stuff

like this. He dived in, found out he

loved to read, and never looked back.

Eventually these two young people

met in college, married after gradua-
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tion, and combined as well their hefty

book collections. On a limited income,

they played house, had babies, and dis-

covered that drinking coffee and mean-

dering the aisles of Barnes and Noble

was the perfect date.

But this isn’t quite the beginning

either. Perhaps we should go back fur-

ther yet. Once upon a time, that girl’s

mother read to her children, books like

The Lost Princess of Oz, a chapter or so

every night. Curled under covers, the

girl heard how a peach pit could

imprison a princess. The girl loved that

book as her mother’s wonderfully mod-

ulated voice wove its way through her

sleepy imagination. She thought about

how she was like that princess too: mag-

ically imprisoned inside a good story. 

Her father also loved to read, books

on technology, the military, magic—all

things intricate and puzzling. She’d see

him sitting in his crackly, black vinyl

chair after a long day of work, fingering

the pages intently, then suddenly look-

ing up with shining eyes to say some-

thing like, “You want me to tell you

how airplanes fly?” 

So how do readers emerge? Luck,

genetics, environment? Does the school

and a child’s teachers have much influ-

ence? I know my daughter Megan, that

firstborn baby girl mentioned in the

beginning, is one of the very few in her

crowd of friends who is a reader. And

what is a reader? My definition—some-

one who reads for pleasure, under her

own volition. Megan has often been

known to read 300 page books in a

week or two (when it’s not basketball

season), and she rarely goes to bed or

on a car ride without one. How did that

happen? How does it happen that her

three sisters are also readers, and even,

it appears, her young brother, who at

age six can’t go to bed without a story.

I’d like to take all the credit, but I sus-

pect that would be way too simple.

More probably, it’s a combination of

many and various influences, some of

them coming at exactly the right time.

“There were books everywhere and

you read to us at night,” Megan

explained to me when I asked her what

she thought. She still remembers me

reading Peter Pan and The BFG to both

her and Erin, at age seven and five,

though it took months for us work our

way to the end. “I can still remember

those books vividly,” she said with a

smile.

“But what about your teachers?” I

asked her. “They must have been an

influence.” She thought about that for a

minute and said, “Well, yes, two of

them helped me think of myself as a

reader.” When her fourth grade teach-

er, Miss Bethel Hafermann, gave her a

book to read outside of class—A Wrinkle
in Time—she knew it was hard, but she

understood most of it and loved the

intricate plot and characters. She also

felt proud that her teacher believed she

could read it. 

Then in seventh grade, Miss Lisa

Stuebs challenged the whole class by

the variety of books she made them

read. Megan’s favorite was Johnny
Tremain, but she also enjoyed rediscov-

ering The BFG and reading the biogra-

phy of Amelia Earhart, Snow Treasure,
and The Lion, the Witch, and the
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Wardrobe. Though somewhat easy for

her, these books helped her sense her

teacher’s excitement and commitment

to reading, and again she remembers

those books vividly and fondly.

The significance in those two influ-

ences Megan recounts may be when

they happened more than anything

else. I remember when I first thought

of myself as a reader: in third and

fourth grade when I couldn’t get

enough of Nancy Drew books. Morning

to night I read them, outside under

trees, on the bus, in-between classes,

during classes if I could get away with

it. When girls are nine or ten years old,

they seem to be hungry to understand

themselves, to find answers to the ques-

tions they have. Certain kinds of books

can teach them far more than their par-

ents or teachers can—partly because the

girls themselves don’t know what the

questions are.

I believe that around seventh grade is

another pivotal time for girls. That’s

how old I was when I had to move away

from my friends, but even if I’d stayed

put, I would have been searching for

what it means to be a young woman,

what were my values and priorities,

whom did I want to become. It was a

time of wild emotions and a need for

solitude. Give a girl a book during this

time, especially a good and deep book,

and you’ll help form her because every-

thing matters so much. I’m thankful

that Megan had two inspiring and

thoughtful teachers at just these signifi-

cant times to hand her books, believing

that she too could be a reader. For

boys, the timing may be slightly differ-

ent. I think high school is when many

young men finally decide that they want

to understand themselves and the

world around them better. 

My firstborn daughter is now on the

verge of graduating from high school.

It’s hard to believe—I remember just

yesterday her first day of Kindergarten.

Perhaps I remember it so vividly

because I wrote about it in my journal:

8-26-86 Megan’s first day of school
began with thunder and lightening. It’s
been raining all morning. Meaningful?
Will her school years be dramatic, should
the world take note that she has emerged?
She did sleep last night though she was sure
she wouldn’t and stood at the top of the
stairs the next morning calling for my help,
her arms full of her school basket and back
pack—she worried about falling. Last night
she also worried that the low red glow she
saw in the sky was fire. Her intensity
reminds me of myself at her age. School will
be all she wants because she wants so much.

Several months later, I wrote: 

4-28-87. Megan just pressed me to tell
her what I’m writing. How can I explain
that it’s not important or interesting yet I
do it and it fascinates me and it’s secret?
Someday she’ll know when I give her her
first blank book. 

I think that’s another reason my chil-

dren are readers—they constantly saw a

mother playing with words, writing in

notebooks, composing at the keyboard,

making up silly words to songs with

their names in them. Writing and read-

ing was a natural marriage partnership

to them because a real person did it all

of the time: their mom. When Megan

was young, I began a journal of letters
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to her, which I then gave to her on her

sixteenth birthday to read, tacking on a

bit of motherly advice for a teenager at

the end. I also redid a list I had written

for her special day in Kindergarten

long ago. 

The first list had been based on a

favorite book of Megan’s, Ten Good

Things About Barney, a cat who died

and deserved to be remembered specif-

ically. I had noted down, when she was

six, Ten Good Things About Megan.

Well, ten years later, I wrote a similar

list: Ten Good Things About Megan as

a sixteen-year-old. Here’s what I wrote: 

You cry at movies.
You like boys because of their eyes and their

inner spirit.
You awe me with your insight into what

makes people “tick.”
You get up every morning though it’s rain-
ing, snowing, or worse, to deliver papers to
people who sometimes don’t appreciate you,

and you never complain. 
You’re generous with gifts, always intent on

finding “just the right thing.”
You remember what it was like to be vulner-
able and not “in,” always supporting kids

who have strokes against them.
You have an artistic mind-set and see the

beautiful in the everyday. 
You laugh at lot, not afraid of being “silly.”
You study people with your mind and heart.

You read voraciously and cry over books.

I truly believe that Megan developed

many of these special qualities because

of the books she read. I believe she

learned about people and gained empa-

thy for them through encountering the

different spirits of countless charac-

ters—good, bad, and far too complex to

fit into those two categories. I believe

she grew more courageous, sensitive,

and firm in her convictions, able to be

herself and to see with a unique artistic

eye, partly because many of the charac-

ters she respected were also that way.

Yes, you teachers aided her in this

development too, and certainly God’s

spirit formed her in innumerable and

subtle ways, but words are potent. And

many words are immensely potent. 

Once upon a time very soon a young

woman will leave her parents’ home to

venture out on her own. She’ll carry

with her many things: a faith in the

Lord Jesus, fond memories, her collec-

tions of angels and Star Wars memora-

bilia, paints and canvasses, a new com-

puter, and several boxes of books. Most

of the books are paperbacks, dog-eared

and well-thumbed. They aren’t worth

much. Or are they? If she’s anything

like her parents, they may be her great-

est treasures. If her hot eyes and dazed

expression is any indication when she’s

reading them, she’s trapped inside as

surely as that enchanted princess was.

And one day, God willing, her own chil-

dren will curl up under covers and lis-

ten to her entrap them also with the

magic of words.

A Descendent and Ancestor of

Readers

Ramona Czer teaches at Bethany Lutheran
College, Mankato, MN
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WHAT DO YOU GET when you com-

bine six inquisitive elementary

age students, two tiny gerbils, one

friendly teacher, a small school build-

ing, and a Monday in October? In rural

Maine these are the ingredients for an

interesting day in the life of a one-room

school. Upon entrance to Caratunk

School one  immediately senses a calm

mood and an inviting atmosphere.

Many questions come to mind. What

would these children do today? What

books would they read? What do they

like to talk about? What projects are

they working on? And how does the

teacher organize the day?

Caratunk School is located in

Caratunk, Maine, a small village east of

the Kennebec River and three miles

west of Pleasant Pond. The village is

about 15 miles north of Bingham and is

surrounded by forest, lakes, and ponds.

On this Monday in October the weath-

er is beautiful, a mixture of sun and

clouds with temperatures in the 60s.

Most trees in the area have shed their

leaves, but one can still see groups of

maples adorned with their sunny gold-

en leaves as well as clusters of oaks with

their leaves crinkled and brown. The

white clapboard school, which was built

in 1948, serves five boys and one girl in

grades three through six who are under

the tutelage of Ms. Erika DiSilvestro.

This school, unlike many Amish and

Mennonite one-room schools, has elec-

tricity and other modern conveniences

such as indoor plumbing, a refrigera-

tor, a stove and a microwave oven. The

school is one of two one-room schools

in the Maine Administrative School

District # 13. The structure is located

near the end of a street appropriately
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named School Street and is just a half

block down from the general store.

The school has a bank of windows

that almost fill the south side of the

building. The entrance to the school is

on this side, while the playground is sit-

uated behind the building. The school

has a large library, with each book color

coded into one of eleven categories.

For example, realistic fiction books will

have a yellow dot on the spine of the

book. Books about historical fiction are

coded orange and non-fiction books are

coded red. The school also has two

computers and a piano. Student desks

are arranged in three learning groups.

A white dry-erase marker board is used

extensively by the teacher to record key

ideas and examples.

The student’s day begins about 8:00

am with the first task being the comple-

tion of numerous housekeeping chores

which are the responsibility of the stu-

dents. Some of the chores include rais-

ing the flag, opening the blinds, water-

ing the plants, and placing the chairs

back on the floor. While involved in

chores the students like to share stories

from home, and the most prevalent

topics on this October morning are the

upcoming moose and deer hunting sea-

son or a new riffle. One student eagerly

chatters about cleaning the carburetor

on his dirt bike over the weekend. A

quick review of current news or events

is led by the teacher before spelling

instruction.

Spelling instruction is individualized,

as there is no textbook; in fact the only

subject with a textbook is mathematics.

Students select two words to add to

their spelling list each day and practice

these during this time. Students might

select words from a current project,

trade book, or words that they hear in

conversation. Each student’s list is

unique and each will learn ten words

per week. As in most schools, there will

be a test on these words on Friday.

On some days the students select

poetry to memorize from a list suggest-

ed by the teacher. On special occasions

these poems will be recited for people

in the village. A key activity each morn-

ing is oral and written language. The

teacher leads this activity each morning

immediately after spelling. The stu-
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dents are instructed to edit a three to

four sentence paragraph that the teach-

er has written on the board. The para-

graph contains numerous spelling and

usage errors.

At about 8:20 the discussion quickly

moves to language arts and writing.

With Halloween swiftly approaching,

the students have been investigating

gravestones in the area, and now the

challenge is to write epitaphs for their

own gravestones. Ms. DiSilvestro reads

from the book The Last Laugh to
generate student ideas. The book is

a compilation of humorous epitaphs

from around the world. The

teacher reviews and highlights

the rhythm and word play

in several examples. The

discussion easily flows

back and forth between the

students and teacher.

Student questions and ideas

are honored and addressed.

Ms. DiSilvestro smoothly

integrates science and

social studies into this language arts les-

son as the discussion progresses.

Before one realizes, it is already 9:25

and the younger students begin their

individual work. They work on editing

epitaphs written at home and also cre-

ate new ones about themselves, some-

one they know, or a make-believe per-

son. The fifth graders gather in the

reading comer, an area with five or six

large pillows in the southeast comer of

the room. The teacher and students

review the content and key vocabulary

of the book Shiloh. Mrs. DiSilvestro

indicates what will be on the reading

test to be given on Wednesday.

After this lesson the young scholars

receive their reading assignment for the

morning and are directed to take the

next fifteen minutes to study their

vocabulary words with a friend. The

younger students gather at the table for

their reading group. Books featuring

the character Amelia Bedelia have and

will again be the focus of the lesson. As

the younger children read their books,

the teacher occasionally scans the class-

room to see if any students need assis-

tance. A fifth grade student asks, “Do

we have a copy of Trumpet of the
Swans?” Another child responds,

“We have two of them, let me

show you where they should

be.”

By 10:00 the younger stu-

dents are finishing their read-

ing assignments. Once the

work is completed, students

may get a snack and go to the

playground for morning

recess. The swings seem

to be the popular spot as students

munch on crackers, cookies, or fruit.

One fifth grader stays inside to work on

his Morse code. He has a small flash-

light bulb and one D battery connected

by wires. He connects and disconnects

the wire to send Morse code messages.

One lucky student is chosen to walk up

the street to pick up the mail at the gen-

eral store. The 15 minutes of recess fly

by and the students gather back inside

for their science lesson.

The teacher explains the current pro-

ject as students carefully page through

the teacher prepared-booklets on trees.
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She shows several of the reference

materials that will be useful as students

complete their booklets. One is a brand

new book, which really captures the

interest of the students. As the students

read their booklets, one is struck by the

quiet that pervades the room, even the

two tiny gerbils are quietly nestled in

the wood shavings in their cage basking

in the sunlight. The low-pitched hum of

the fluorescent light fixture is the only

noticeable sound. The silence is refresh-

ing. As students complete the individu-

al reading, they progress into active use

of the student booklet, reference mate-

rials, and conversations with the teach-

er. One gets the feeling that this is not

a classroom but a community—a com-

munity of learners. It is a community

that shares materials and engages in

student-to-student conversation related

to completing the projects at hand. It is

a community raring to share ideas with

the teacher and comfortable in asking

her questions; it is a community that

has a teacher eager to show each schol-

ar how to discover things for him or

herself. Wow! what was that? A strong

gust of wind picks up leaves and pelts

the south side of the building. For ten

seconds all eyes and ears focus on this

sudden occurrence and just as quickly

the wind ceases and the leaves fall to

their new resting-place. After a few

comments the students return to the

work at hand. As they continue to work

the teacher moves from student to stu-

dent giving individual attention as

needed.

The current project requires materi-

als collected at home and because some

students did not bring the correct mate-

rials, they go outside to gather leaves

for their projects. Each student must

carefully trace each leaf and record the

type of leaf, the type of vein structure,

as well as the name of tree from which

the leaf fell. The children use the refer-

ence books to help them record key

information. The youngsters must also

measure the length and width of each

leaf and record that in their booklet. It

is interesting to watch how carefully the

younger students use a ruler to mea-

sure each leaf. An older student, who

has easily identified the maple and oak

leaves asks, “What are these yellow

leaves? Is it an apple—no the apple tree

still has most of its leaves and they are

still green. Are they birch—poplar—

ash?” The teacher, students, and even

the observer share the reference books

to solve this question. Students peer

over the shoulder of another student as

she pages through a new book on trees.

The students study the pictures first,

then they study the leaf again. Next

they read the written information to

see if they can find key information to

help them identify the leaf One can

almost see the students’ brains working

as they process information, pose new

thoughts or ideas based on the read-

ings, and formulate new questions. The

teacher asks the children questions that

require them to focus more clearly.

After many minutes of intense study of

the books and scrutiny of the leaf, the

students decide that the reference

books are helpful only to a certain

point. One student states, “We need to

know the bark of the tree. If we know
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which tree the leaf came from we can

study the bark to find the answer.”

However the recent rains have has-

tened the fall of most leaves, and the

children conclude that they must wait

for spring to solve this mystery.

As one can see, this unit on leaves

requires students to develop skills in a

variety of areas. In addition to science

skills, the completion of this project

requires the student to develop obser-

vation skills, measurement skills, writ-

ing skills, reading skills, and oral lan-

guage skills. By lunchtime most stu-

dents have worked in all five of these

areas.

Following lunch and the mid-day

recess, students move into specific

math instruction designed for three dif-

ferent groups. Students are assigned to

groups by ability not age. The first

group meets for about 30 minutes as

the teacher gives direct instruction.

After instruction students move to their

individual desks to complete assign-

ments from their textbooks or com-

plete other work assigned by the teach-

er. As is the case in the morning, each

student receives plenty of individual

help as they work and the teacher con-

tinues to employ verbal and nonverbal

positive reinforcement.

Once each group has received

instruction and math is finished, stu-

dents work on research projects and

units in social studies for the final hour

of the day. Because there are no text-

books, the teacher uses trade books and

reference materials for the completion

of project oriented instruction in these

subjects. On this day, students are

working on the topic of communica-

tions. One student is collecting infor-

mation about symbols commonly used

on the Internet; another scholar works

on the various symbols that mean “no.”

Helen Keller and sign language is the

topic for one individual, who hopes to

be able to teach her classmates to fin-

ger spell the name of their school.

Another child is learning about Pig

Latin and its origins. As indicated earli-

er, one boy is researching the origin

and use of Morse code. Once each stu-

dent gathers their information, they

will prepare an oral report for their

classmates.

By 2:30 the school day ends. Students

complete any housekeeping chores and

collect materials for the walk or bike

ride home. Some of the chores that are

completed at the end of the day include

lowering the flag, closing the blinds,

and placing chairs on top of desks so it

is easier to clean the floor. Ms.

DiSilvestro, sends the children on their

way with a reminder to complete their

assignments and to bring some leaves

for the next day.

Mark Dewalt is dean, College of Education,
Winthrop University, Rock Hill, South
Carolina.
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Our synod has developed a new

religion program for Lutheran

elementary and Sunday schools. The

synod has invested considerable time

and effort in ChristLight. The curricu-

lum was introduced in the schools in

the fall of 1998. How is it doing? Who

bought it and why? Do the teachers like

it better than what they used in the

past? What do the children think of this

new curriculum? This research presents

and early snapshot of ChristLight and

its use in the Lutheran elementary

schools.

Procedures

Fifty-one Lutheran elementary

schools (approximately one out of

seven) in the WELS were selected ran-

domly for a mailed survey. Each school

was given either two or three surveys

depending on the number of teachers

in the school. If there were more than

three teachers, the principal received

three surveys. The principals of the

small schools were given instructions to

have one lower grade (K-4) teacher and

one upper grade (5-8) teacher (or him-

self) fill out the survey. The principals

of the large schools were given the

instructions to have a lower grade (K-3),

and middle grade (4-6) and an upper

grade (7-8) teacher fill out the survey. A

total of 134 questionnaires were dis-

tributed in this way. 

Two focus groups were also used in

this study. The focus groups consisted

of children in grades five through eight

of a local Lutheran elementary school.

Their teachers selected the thirteen

children in the two focus groups. The

author conducted the focus groups

with a list of structured questions. The

focus groups were videotaped and ana-

lyzed. Excerpts from the comments of

the children are included in this article

as pullout quotations. 

Ninety surveys were returned (67%

of the 134 sent out). These returns rep-

resented 35 schools (69% of the schools

surveyed). The results reported here

need to be considered in light of this

return rate. The data were analyzed

with the computer program, Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

Results

The average age of the responding

teachers was 41 with an average of 15

years of teaching. Of the schools that

returned the survey, 82% had pur-

chased ChristLight. 

Of the ninety responding teachers,

49% said their congregations had pur-

chased ChristLight for both the

Lutheran elementary school and the

Sunday school. One out of three said

their congregation had purchased

ChristLight for the Lutheran elemen-
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tary school but not the

Sunday school. None in

this survey indicated

they had purchased it

for the Sunday school

but not the Lutheran

elementary school. One

out of six (17%) teach-

ers said their congrega-

tion had not purchased

ChristLight for either

agency of Christian edu-

cation. Two-thirds of

these said their school

was planning on purchasing

ChristLight at some future time. (See

Graph 1.)

As part of the introduction to

ChristLight the committee responsible

for introducing the new curriculum put

on presentations, CLIP, around the

synod. Out of the teachers surveyed,

90% had attended a CLIP presentation.

There were sixty-nine teachers who

went to a CLIP presentation whose con-

gregations later purchased ChristLight

and eleven teachers who went but

whose congregations did not buy

ChristLight. 

Several characteristics of ChristLight

and the previous curriculum were com-

pared. These included the arrangement

of lessons, student material format,

memory work, student activities, teach-

ing activities, and artwork. The teach-

ers, in those schools that had purchased

ChristLight, were asked to rate the two

curriculums as to whether they pre-

ferred the previous curriculum or

ChristLight on each of these items.

They could also indicate that they had

no preference. Slightly more (37%)

teachers preferred the previous curricu-

lum more than ChristLight (24%) on

the lesson arrangement; ChristLight

has Old Testament one year, New

Testament the other year and the

lessons are taught in sequence rather

than arranging them to fit the church

year. Thirty-nine percent said they had

no preference. 

The format of the material in

ChristLight (booklets) is quite different

from the previous curriculum that had

textbooks for the various levels. Here

the division of opinion was more even.

One out of six had no preference. The

others pretty evenly split between those

who favored the booklets and those
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who favored the textbooks of the previ-

ous curriculum. The children in the

focus groups preferred the booklet

because it was easier to store in their

desks and take home. The children

agreed that it was a wise change. 

When the teachers were asked

whether they felt the memory work

(treasures) requirements in ChristLight

were too much, not enough, just about

right, most teachers (58%) felt the

memory work requirements seemed to

be about right. The other 42% were

divided equally between those who felt

there was too much and those who felt

there was not enough memory work.

The children in the focus groups also

felt the memory work was just about

right.

The teachers were also asked to rate

the student activities that are included

in the ChristLight curriculum. The

response there was overwhelming:

three out of four teachers clearly pre-

ferred the ChristLight curriculum. The

children in the fifth and sixth grade

focus group also liked the idea that

they did not have loose worksheets;

they preferred having the booklet with

the lesson and the activity. They could

go back to it if they wanted and rethink

the questions or share what they did

with a younger brother or sister.

Teachers also preferred the artwork in

the ChristLight curriculum. One out of

three had no preference between the

ChristLight and the previous curricu-

lum while nearly two out of three pre-

ferred the artwork in ChristLight.

The final two items

on this portion of the

survey were teaching

to affective goal and

the inclusion of an

opening devotion.

Teachers saw the

inclusion of an open-

ing devotion very

favorably: two-thirds

of the respondents

preferred the arrange-

ment in ChristLight;

one third had no pref-

erence. Three out of

four teachers who

were using ChristLight
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You get to apply this stuff to
your life–these things might

a c t u a l ly happen to you.

Table 1

Reasons for Purchasing Christlight

Reason Average

rating

The emphasis on application 1.26   

The suggestions for parent involvement 1.37   

The extensive teachers manual 1.58   

The many activities in ChristLight 1.58   

Up-to-date materials 1.62   

It is important to use up-to-date materials 1.70   

The previous curriculum will no longer be available. 1.74   

The student booklet 2.11   

The art work in the student’s booklet 2.38      

Rating Scale: 1: very important

2: somewhat important

3: not important
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preferred the affective goal emphasis in

ChristLight; one fourth felt there was

no distinction between ChristLight and

the previous curriculum.

The survey asked teachers in those

schools (17%) that had not purchased

ChristLight to rate a set of reasons for

not purchasing ChristLight. There has

been some concern that the cost of this

curriculum was too high. Nine out of

ten teachers in schools that did not pur-

chase ChristLight believed the cost was

somewhat important or very important

as a factor in the decision not to pur-

chase. More than half of these teachers

however rated the desire to wait until

the Old Testament was published as a

very important reason for not purchas-

ing.  Some written comments for

“other reason” included, “I teach

grades 5-8, nothing written specifically

for grades 5-8 together,” “Lessons I pre-

viewed were lacking depth. Too easy,”

“Calling of a new faculty member, and

reorganizing the school.” 

Another reason was that the school

still had previous material. This was

very important to the schools. Out of

the schools in the survey that did not

purchase ChristLight, half of them gave

as an important reason not to buy the

fact that they still have previous materi-

als.

The teachers of the schools that pur-

chased ChristLight were asked what

influenced them (their schools) to buy.

The ratings are shown in Table 1.

Seven of the reasons were rated

between somewhat important and very

important. Only the last two, student

booklet and art work, were rated

between somewhat important and not

important. 

The children in the focus groups

seemed to like the changes that were

made to the seventh and eighth grade

materials. They liked the idea that it

was geared towards their lives and

problems they might encounter. They

liked the fact that it was preparing

them for life. One of the girls did make

the comment that it was very law-orient-

ed and she would like to see more of

the gospel in the program. The artwork

was another item that the children

responded to in the focus group. Both

of the focus groups liked the artwork

(for the most part).

A number of teachers included com-

T h is is more of a
d is c ussion among the

whole class rather than jus t
the teacher telling about it.

I’d like to ask [the writers]
how they got all the

time–whoever made these
books must have been a

real believer.



ments on their surveys. Some com-

ments discussed the reasons they pur-

chased ChristLight: “I think it is impor-

tant (artwork).” “I thought the artwork

in 5-6 better than 1-2.” “The Bible is

always up-to-date. Changing the text-

book doesn't change the message so I

cannot rate these choices.” [It is] “easi-

er to use for my grade 1-4 combination

because 1 and 2, 3 and 4 were on differ-

ent cycles and it was a problem when

we dropped a teacher and combined

grades 1-4.” “These {reasons] don’t

matter because we have no choice. If

you could pick chocolate or vanilla, you

have reasons. If you had only chocolate

what would it matter?” While it is true

that one out of three teachers gave as a

very important reason for selecting

ChristLight the future unavailability of

the previous curriculum, I do not think

that was a major factor. I think that

people would look at the other benefits

of the ChristLight.

Conclusions

It seems that teachers will improve

ChristLight when they make it their

own in their own classrooms. It will

take time for people to feel comfort-

able with the curriculum. It may be that

in a few years all teachers will see

ChristLight as the obvious religion cur-

riculum in their classrooms. 

Of all the reasons people might give

for using ChristLight, the most impor-

tant is that it is a faithful presentation

of God’s Word and the message of sin

and grace found there. As children

grow in grace, in wisdom, in sanctifica-

tion, the real effects of ChristLight will

be seen.

Anna Endorf is a student at Martin Luther
College. She completed this study as part of a
class project..
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